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Clarity Ferocity
Belief in the independent nature of point-of-viewing is frozen and stiff, a
freezing hell, regardless of name tag. Fantasies, intellectual, religious,
psychological and so forth, depicting no possibility of immediate potent
stability, are gravely in error. The solution is this moment of clarity. This is
the future utopia people are looking for as well as the extinction that is
feared. The introduction to clarity, gives us a clear view of reality, right on
the spot. Unending clarity is obviously an unbroken sequence of instants.
Clarity society is lively and potent, fierce and openhearted, right now,
fearlessly outshining individual and collective viewpoints from within, blowing
open individual and collective fantasies in the bright beneficial power of
current qualities and activities.
“Clarity intelligence” means overall open-hearted, fierce potency—the mode
of open-hearted, fierce potency and knowing that is required for entirely
beneficial qualities and activities.
A short moment of clarity shines longer and longer, brighter and brighter,
without any need to do anything special to increase its length or brightness.
This is another way of saying, training up clarity potency is the fierce blowing
open of all points of view in the here-and-now, leaving no trace, like a
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supernova exploding from within the core of the earth with such exponential
force that no trace of earth or any other dimension is left remaining, not
even a single memory, only the force and potency of supernova clarity shines
brightly in all dimensions, providing inexhaustible benefit endlessly in all
directions.
Similarly, a short moment of clarity is like a supernova clarity potency
outshining points of view. By the power of this, all confusion is subsumed in
potent clarity, qualities and activities, right here, in the current moment. The
initial short moment is the first moment of 100% assurance and stability that
is engineered into the indivisibility of the multiverse itself. However many
worlds may or may not appear, all whatsoever are subsumed in the
sovereignty of indivisibility and potent intelligence. This sovereignty,
indivisibility and potency is what clarity is—a completely fierce, openheartedness without limit.
Clarity potency is true identity—identity that is multi-modal, it can assume
countless, ceaseless, unpredictable, all-beneficial, wonderfully powerful
identities. Clarity always assumes beneficial identities. Clarity never
misinterprets the nature of viewpoints.
This is another way of saying that a person who has clarity intelligence does
not merely dwell in clarity but partakes of human existence in open-hearted,
fierce benefit to all.
Thus, the inseparability or indivisibility of clarity luminosity and its fierce,
open-heartedness surges as the superfactual dynamic energy of everyone,
blasting open who they take themselves to be in clarity potency.
“Clarity intelligence” is the mode of fierce potency that occurs in this instant
of clarity. The term here refers to the fact that clarity intelligence takes
everything in at once; it has an all-beneficial, decisive knowledge that blows
open all conventional knowledge, booting up potent knowledge that pervades
all viewpoints across all dimensions and worlds—personal and collective.
“Collective” here means all multiversal dimensions, known and unknown to
humans.
“Point of view intelligence” on the other hand knows one thing at a time, or
accumulates points of view and draws associations among them; it has a
‘this versus that’, indirect, divided knowledge. Thus, the meaning here is that
clarity intelligence, because it is decisive knowledge of the fundamental
nature of all points of view, knows everything in its decisive, fierce mode
right now, rather than in the mode of indirect, indecisive, wimpy point of
viewing, which is like a cat watching a mouse and toying with it. In other
words, clarity has certainty and complete assurance about the nature of the
current viewpoint, as well as all viewpoints whatsoever. Similarly, without
thinking about it, space has complete assurance and certainty of its potent
stability pervading all appearances.
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Clarity-viewing is the seal of the clarity view within the current point of view,
like the indivisible potent force of space pervades everything within it. Clarity
liberates the conventional definition of the current point of view.
Clarity also liberates any conventional definition of clarity itself as some kind
of viewpoint restricted to certain positive points of view, such as a
breakthrough insight, or another collection of certain points of view.
Together—inseparable clarity and the current point of view—outshine
conventional point of view intelligence in clarity intelligence, a more
comprehensive order of potent intelligence, an unbroken sequence of
instants of super-knowledge and beneficial society throughout all dimensions.

Human Identity Summit: Clarity Ferocity
Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1. Write today’s training.
2. What old ideas did I have about clarity and about finding my

perfection? How has the open, fierce connectivity with the
trainer in everyday activities blown open viewpoints into bold
clarity potency? How does the training itself continuously blast
open my current clarity view in an unbroken sequence of
inexhaustible benefit? Describe these benefits succinctly and
deeply, those mundane and exceptional. How does the open
connectivity of the Four Mainstays demonstrate the body,
speech, mind, qualities and activities of clarity potency as an
indivisible, indestructible society of benefit, prosperity and
generosity?
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